LEWIS BAGS PRESIDENCY; 'MOVES IN' FEBRUARY 13

Approximately 900 students voted in Irvine's first ASUCI election on Tuesday and Friday in which Jack Lewin was elected Student Body President. Lewin received 715 votes of the 874 cast for the office.

Runner-up to Lewin was Russ Keeley. Keeley, who bagged 263 votes, was endorsed by ILAF, IS and the Ambit. Barney Voorhees landed 39 votes and Gregory 37.

Lewin was sponsored by Lewin's United Student Trojans (LUST). He assumes office Monday, February 13.

As President Lewin plans an "Academic Affairs Committee" of nine to 15 members that will involve itself in the formulation of academic and administrative committees, then we must be prepared to accept the accompanying responsibilities.

The UCI candidates were disqualified from the elections code - both of which they were supposed to regulate ourselves and extend our influence and voice, and if we really expect voting power on academic and administrative committees, then we must be prepared to accept the accompanying responsibilities.

Every phase of this action will demand your continued involvement. Our vitally important goal of academic involvement is not destined to failure if we put forth united effort. Thank you for your support at the polls, and well ordered and meaningful path for further involvement of the newly elected members of the student government will follow a well ordered and meaningful path for further involvement of the newly elected members of the student government will follow.

Eight UCI Candidates Disqualified

Eight candidates in the UCI election were disqualified Friday because of failure to submit expense statements. The disqualified candidates were Dorey Berkey, ASUCI President; Diane Berkey, ASUCI Secretary; Donald Cline, only declared vice presidential candidate, received 429 votes for that office; while Gary Braucher, write-in presidential candidate, polled 21.
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You have to have a revolution in institutions first. He says the socially-conditioned consciousness can benefit from LSD. Words. By placing himself up there who are least in need of it) says, he's trying to put into words going to or not, that means most of us) is cause it's trying to change only a rigid consciousness that accepts it. He says that if we keep the system going, what is Watts wears his slide show, and bridge club, after having listened to Watts exposed on the joys of baking your own bread keep the system going, what is Watts really care about changing anything? Sooner doesn't hurt Alan Watts, and Alan Watts doesn't hurt society. He's perfectly harmless -- even respectable. He writes, "To keep the system going, what is done has to be consistent with what has been done." So who's telling us to be politic, to go along? Alan Watts was out to be a monumental supporter of the status quo! I don't know whether it's just a "game," or a strange blind spot, or a gigantic hypocrisy that brings him to our lecture halls. He finally falls back on the fact that life goes on, somewhere, somehow, even if we smother our planet in a hydrogen bomb. Since, therefore, it doesn't matter if we blow ourselves to smithereens, I guess it doesn't matter whether we ever make any real attempts to create a better society.